Space manipulator suffers from vibration problems mainly due to the flexibility of joints and links in a microgravity environment. This article presents a new optimization method of trajectory planning with minimum residual vibration for space manipulator system which is modeled by absolute coordinate-based method. First, absolute nodal coordinate formulation, which can describe large rotation and large deformation of flexible bodies precisely, is used to describe the deformation of flexible links, and natural coordinate formulation with nonlinear torsion stiffness function is used to model flexible joints. Then, joint rotation trajectory resulting from the planned end-effector trajectory by inverse kinematics theory is discrete through the proposed cosine-based function that has been validated to suppress the residual vibration. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is employed to achieve minimum residual vibration by optimizing redundant coefficients of movement derived from inverse kinematics theory. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated via simulation of a planar three-link manipulator taking large deformation and large rotation into account. Results show that the optimized method can exhibit better features for the residual vibration suppression as compared to those of the original cosine-based trajectory.
Introduction
Space manipulator undertakes heavy tasks of cabin translocation, transfer, and installation of equipment, as well as serves as an astronaut auxiliary in a space station system. 1 However, the major disadvantage of the space manipulator is the vibration problem due to the flexibility of links and joints in the microgravity environment. 2 The residual vibration significantly reduces the end-effector trajectory accuracy of the manipulator. Therefore, the best scheme for this problem is that the flexible manipulator can complete the required or predetermined movement trajectory with minimal residual vibration.
The flexibility of space manipulator comes from two parts: joint flexibility and link flexibility. 3 As a key component of space manipulator, the joint undertakes generating and transmitting force, location awareness and mechanical connection, and also ensures movement ability, accuracy, stability, and security of space manipulator. 4 Usually, a joint consists of motors, transmission gears, movement shafting, sensors, and so on. Among these equipments, the flexibility of the joint is mainly caused by two series of flexible elements: the torque sensor and the harmonic reducer. 5 Links of space manipulator are made by lightweight materials such as carbon fiber which has the characteristics of low density, high stiffness, and high strength. Links are easy to be excited to produce vibration. 6 It has been referred to that the existence of joint flexibility and link flexibility is the root cause of the elastic vibration of space manipulator and should be considered in the dynamic modeling since the elastic vibration not only reduces the accuracy of the position control and force control greatly but also stimulates the system resonance which may produce premature fatigue failure and shorten the service life of the system structure. 7 Therefore, how to effectively improve the positioning accuracy of space manipulator system and reduce the elastic vibration magnitude of the endpoint simultaneously is one of the important problems that needs to be solved, and research on this question has got the wide attention of scholars both at home and abroad. 8 Aiming at this problem, analysis of dynamic vibration characteristics, design of effective control strategies to realize precise trajectory tracking, and improvement of the working stability and reliability have become significant emphases for scholars in recent years.
Several different approaches have been suggested to reduce residual vibration, which can be categorized as active control, 9 passive control, 10 and trajectory planning methods. 11, 12 Active control 13, 14 and passive control 15 methods are employed to damp the vibrations and also guarantee the position control. However, these methods have some disadvantages such as suffering from instability issues and high sensitivity at low frequencies. For example, in iterative linear programming (ILP) method, although linear programming can quickly solve the linearlized equations for each iteration, final boundary conditions are not satisfied exactly and obtained results have a significant error in final time, so the end-effector cannot be placed in the desired target point. 16, 17 Furthermore, in this method, the linearizing procedure programming and its convergence to the proper answer is a challenging issue. As a result, in the previous ILP-based works, the link flexibility has not been considered either in the dynamic equations or in the simulation procedure. 13, 18 Control problems for holonomic and non-holonomic robot systems have been initiated since the 1990s of last century. Optimal control, especially embedding approach, can be used in both open-loop and closed-loop strategies. 13, 14, [19] [20] [21] The main advantages of this technique are that assumptions about the number of switches are not necessary, integer or binary variables do not have to be introduced to model switching decisions between modes, and the optimal switching times between modes are not unknowns of the optimal control problem. However, because of the off-line nature of the open-loop optimal control rather than the closed-loop ones, many difficulties such as system nonlinearities and all types of constraints may be catered for and implemented easily. It is generally used in analyzing nonlinear systems such as trajectory optimization of different types of robots. 14 The reason why we choose trajectory planning methods to suppress vibration in this work is that they are simple and easy to be applied to practical engineering directly. 2 With trajectory planning method, the duration for suppressing the vibration is shortened to improve working efficiency.
There are usually redundant degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the system of space manipulator, 22 which provides many possibilities for trajectory planning and design of the endpoint. A variety of system configurations may correspond to one trajectory for the endpoint. Generally, trajectory planning includes two types in terms of research method: 23 (a) trajectory planning in the joint space and (b) trajectory planning in the Cartesian space. The former means that trajectory of each joint is designed individually on the basis of the known initial positions and final positions of all joints without considering the trajectory of the endpoint. The latter refers to that trajectory of each joint is designed based on the specific planned trajectory of the endpoint like line trajectory or circle trajectory in the Cartesian space by inverse kinematics theory. Nevertheless, solutions obtained from inverse kinematics theory are not unique in most cases with the existence of redundant DOFs. 24 Therefore, while determining motion trajectories of all joints, several optimization algorithms can be integrated into the dynamics algorithm to achieve other required performance by satisfying other constraint equations.
The flexible space manipulator is a typical representative of the flexible multi-body system which has been a hotspot in recent years and one of the most difficult tasks in the scientific world. In the field of the flexible manipulator, it is coupled and influenced with each other between the large range of motion of a rigid body and the elastic deformation of flexible body. 25 In 1980s, two professors managed to study multi-flexible-body system with computational dynamics method. Then, kineto-elastodynamic (KED) method was proposed and used widely although without considering the effect of the elastic deformation of component on its large range of motion. 26 Actually, floating coordinate method accepted broadly has a very high calculation precision under small deformation and small rotation assumptions. 27 However, those methods mentioned above mostly adopt assumed mode approach and the traditional finite element (FE) method and only suit for small deformation problems, which means they cannot accurately describe coupled problems of large deformation and large motion. Conversely, the absolute coordinate-based method (ACB) consisting of natural coordinate formulations (NCF) 28 employed to solve rigid dynamics and absolute nodal coordinate formulations (ANCF) proposed by Shabana 29 suitable for flexible multi-body dynamics can deal with both small deformation problems and large deformation problems. The ACB method adopts vector coordinates rather than rotation coordinates to describe the rotation and deformation of the rigid-flexible coupling multi-body system. Therefore, this method exhibits a number of advantages, such as the constant mass matrix of the system, no Coriolis force, and centrifugal force. 30 Different optimization algorithms are widely used to optimize the trajectory while achieving other required objectives. 31 Da Grac xa Marcos et al. 22 presented a new technique that combines the closed-loop pseudo-inverse method with genetic algorithms, and the trajectory planning is formulated as an optimization problem with constraints. Artificial neural network method is employed by Abe 32 to generate the desired base position for a flexible Cartesian robot. Recently, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm draws a lot of attentions in the field of vibration suppression 33 and has attracted many researchers to address a better way to improve the performance of PSO on complex multimodal problems. 32, 34, 35 Based on these studies, PSO algorithm can be applied to a wider range of areas.
So, to sum up, researches on the precise dynamic modeling, vibration suppression and trajectory planning with redundant DOFs have great significance in engineering. Results of related researches can be directly applied to the specific control of space flexible manipulator on the International Space Station (ISS). In this work, the main purpose is to achieve minimum residual vibration with the designed trajectory only via the proposed trajectory optimization algorithm without the help of feedback control laws which will need extra measuring equipment and extra fuel for spacecrafts.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: the dynamic modeling method and computing strategy for space manipulator system are introduced in section ''Dynamic modeling and computing strategy.'' Section ''Trajectory planning in the joint space'' covers a new trajectory planning function which has been verified to be effective to suppress the vibration of space manipulator. In section ''Optimization method for residual vibration suppression,'' an optimization method based on inverse kinematics theory and PSO algorithm for residual vibration suppression are stated and validated by numerical case studies. Brief conclusions are given in section ''Conclusion.''
Dynamic modeling and computing strategy
Basic formulations for NCF and ANCF are briefly introduced in this section. Meanwhile, the flexible joint modeling technique is proposed based on the framework of NCF. Then, the system equation of motions based on Lagrange equations is integrated using the generalized-a method.
Basic description of NCF and flexible joint modeling
NCF is employed to describe all rigid bodies in this work. For a spatial rigid body shown in Figure 1 , two points and two non-coplanar unit vectors can precisely define the displacement and attitude motion. 28 The 12 global generalized coordinates of the rigid body can be expressed as
where r i and r j are the position vectors of the basic points i and j, respectively; u and v can be assumed to be two non-coplanar orthogonal unit vectors. The global position vector of an arbitrary point P can be expressed as
where I is the identity matrix of order 3, and c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 are the constant components. These constants are determined by
where r P , r i , and r j are the local position vectors of the point P, i, and j, respectively; u and v are the local unit Figure 1 . Generalized coordinates of a rigid body.
vectors in the body coordinate frame j À h À z as shown in Figure 1 .
In the frame of NCF, a flexible space manipulator joint is built. Essentially, a joint is assembled between two rigid bodies that are connected by a nonlinear torsion spring, which means multi-rigid-body system dynamics modeling method is suitable here. It is assumed that the motor and the rotor are coaxial. The generalized coordinates of the motor and the rotor are as follows Figure 2 demonstrates the flexible joint model of the rotor-torsional spring system proposed by Spong
where t is the driving torque applied to motor and controlled by the current size. K is the torsion stiffness of torsion spring, which is usually measured through the experimental method. u motor and u are the rotation angles which can be obtained through q m and q, respectively.
Basic description of ANCF
Compared to the large rotation vector formulation of large deformation structural problems, in which the mass matrix is not constant with respect to the generalized coordinates in the traditional FE methods, 37 ANCF elements developed by Shabana possess a constant mass matrix. The cross-sectional orientation of ANCF elements is defined in terms of slope vectors, as compared to rotational parameters, which leads to well-known problems of interpolation of rotation.
To describe the flexible components as space manipulator links, the full parameterization beam element is employed in this work since its formulation is simple and easy to be applied to numerical calculation. 29 As shown in Figure 3 , the global absolute nodal coordinates of the beam element which contains two nodes can be written as
where r i is the absolute position vector of the node i, and r i, x , r i, y , and r i, z are the gradients of the position vector. Then, according to the framework of ANCF, the global position vector of an arbitrary point P in the FE is defined in an inertial frame as
where r P is the global position vector of an arbitrary point P; j, h, and z are the local coordinates of point P; and S denotes the element shape function
where I is a 3I´3 identity matrix and the components of S are as follows
where the non-dimensional quantities j, h, and z are defined as
and l is the length of the beam element in the undeformed configuration.
In the above beam element of ANCF, the nodal position vector will satisfy the displacement continuity condition automatically. In addition, it is assumed that the element deformation is elastic and no failure behaviors are taken into account.
Computing strategy
The ACB method that combines NCF describing rigid bodies and ANCF describing flexible bodies 38 is used to model the manipulator. According to NCF and ANCF, the assembly of the elements can be carried out by a traditional FE method and the governing equations of motion for a space manipulator can be expressed as a set of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) 39 Mq
where M is the constant mass matrix; F(q, t) represents the system constraint vector that includes inherent constraints, geometric constraints, and initializing constraints; l is the Lagrange multiplier; F(q) is the system elastic force vector; Q(q) is the external generalized forces; and F q is the derivative matrix of constraint equations F with respect to the generalized coordinates q.
To solve equation (10), the generalized-a algorithm can be employed, which can eliminate the contribution of high-frequency nonphysical modes and preserve the responses of low frequencies well. 40 Discretize equation (9) with respect to time leads to the following equations
where h is the integration step size, a n + 1 is the approximation of € q, and the initial value of a 0 can be chosen as a 0 = € q 00 , where subscript n denotes the nth integral step, and subscript q is the derivative of with respect to q. Notably, a should satisfy the following relation
where b, g, a m , and a f are the parameters in the generalized-a algorithm, which are used to confirm the conditions as
where r is the spectral radius, which determines the frequency range of the dissipative energy distribution, r 2 ½0, 1. Smaller value of r will result in larger dissipation of generalized-a algorithm, but it will make the solution more stable. When conditions in equation (13) are met, the algorithm satisfies the second-order accuracy and unconditionally stable.
To improve the computing efficiency, special iteration process proposed by Arnold and quasi-Newton algorithm are employed to solve dynamics equations of the system here and lead to the following Jacobian matrix
. Also, detailed iteration processes can be found in the work by Arnold and Bru¨ls. 40 It should be noted that the accuracy and stability of the algorithm will be affected by the integration step significantly.
Trajectory planning in the joint space
Compared with trajectory planning of the end-effector in the Cartesian space, which is more generalized in the engineering practice, planning in the joint space has two advantages: one is that the trajectory is easy to calculate, because joint variables are independent of each other and the driving torque is applied directly to joints, and the other is that singular configurations will not appear. 41 In the joint space planning scheme, it is assumed that the initial and the final joint positions corresponding to the predetermined initial and final configurations of the end-effector are known from the solution of the inverse kinematics. Thus, the basic problem is how to select a rotation trajectory function with respect to time between the given initial and final joint positions.
Due to the presence of the joint flexibility, there will be a time-varying displacement difference between the position of the motor and the joint. The joint trajectory planning function is actually used to drive the motor with the planning trajectory, with the purpose of minimizing the rotation displacement differences. Usually, the displacement differences during the motion and after the motion are called tracking error and residual vibration, respectively. Compared with the tracking error, the residual vibration is much more important because it may cause structural damage and consume large amounts of work time. Figure 4 shows the general joint trajectory planning procedure for evaluating the performance of planning trajectory function.
Basic rules for designing trajectory
In the point-to-point and rest-to-rest motion process, the manipulator moves at rest from an initial point to a final point in a given planning time t f and stays stationary. Generally speaking, there are three basic rules that should be followed when designing the trajectory in the joint space during this motion. 42 1. The designed joint trajectory e u(t), angular velocity _ u(t), and angular acceleration € u(t) functions should be kept continuous and satisfy the following six constraint conditions
where u 0 and u f are the initial point and final point of the joint, respectively. 2. The designed joint trajectory e u(t) should smoothly change from the initial rotation point u 0 to the final rotation point u f and strictly keep monotone increasing (or decreasing), which guarantees that e u(t) strictly belongs to ½u 0 , u f and no extra energy expenditure. 3. The maximal designed velocity _ u max and acceleration € u max should not exceed the specified values.
New trajectory planning function
The following function based on Fourier cosine series is proposed in this study and used to design the joint trajectorỹ
where a 0 and a n are the undetermined coefficients, and v n = np=t f . By differentiating equation (16), _ u(t) and € u(t) can be obtained as follows
Substituting the constraint conditions of equation (15) into equations (16) and (17), one can obtain a 0 + P a n = 0 a 0 + P a n cos (np) = 1 P n 2 a n = 0 P n 2 a n cos (np) = 0
According to equation (18), the coefficients a 0 and a n vary with different values of n, which results in unrelated different trajectory. Generally, it is desirable to design the trajectory with lower order and fewer terms. Therefore, three cases are discussed in this subsection.
Case 1.
If only the first-, second-, and third-order terms are used to design the trajectory, that is, n = 1, 2, 3, through the conditions by equation (18) , the coefficients a 0 and a n can be uniquely determined, as shown in Table 1 .
Case 2. If only the first-, second-, third-, and fourthorder terms are used to design the trajectory, that is, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, similarly, the coefficients a 0 and a n can be determined with a 4 as the independent variable, as shown in Table 2 .
Case 3. If only the first-, second-, third-, and fifth-order terms are used to design the trajectory, that is, n = 1, 2, 3, 5, similarly, the coefficients a 0 and a n can be determined with the coefficient a 5 as the independent variable, as shown in Table 3 .
It is obvious that Case 1 is a special case of Case 2 with the coefficient a 4 equal to zero, and also a special case of Case 3 with the coefficient a 5 equal to zero. Three normalized trajectories of Case 2 and Case 3 are shown in Figure 5 , respectively. Notably, trajectories of Case 3 exhibit better performance than that of Case 2. They show gentler curves, which will help to weaken vibration. Besides, there are only four terms required to be decided in Case 3. It should be pointed out that quintic-polynomial function which is widely used to design the joint trajectory needs five terms to satisfy the constrained conditions and the high-order polynomial is apt to excite the system resonances; hence, by adding higher order terms to design the trajectory with redundant term seems more undesirable. Therefore, one can conclude that the trajectory of Case 3 is more desirable here. In Case 3, the normalized trajectory can be expressed as
where a n are shown in Table 3 and a 5 is an independent parameter, v n = np=t f , n = 1, 2, 3, 5.
To ensure that the normalized trajectory remains the monotone increasing in the interval of ½0, 1, ranges of the coefficient a 5 can be determined as ½À3=256, 3=64 according to basic deduction.
Validation of proposed trajectory planning function
Validation case is studied in this subsection which contains two subcases: with rigid link and with flexible link. The ACB method is used to model the manipulator as mentioned in section ''Computing strategy.'' The geometrical and mechanical parameters of the link are shown in Table 4 . If the link is considered as flexible bodies, six ANCF three-dimensional beam elements are used to discretize the flexible link. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed function in suppressing the residual vibration, the quinticpolynomial function is used as comparison. Figure 6 shows the two-link manipulator. In this case, the planning time t f and the simulation time T are set to be 3 and 5 s, respectively; the initial point and final point of the joints are ½08, 08
T and ½458, 308 T , respectively; the torsion stiffness of the first joint and the second joint are K 1 = 4:0 3 10 3 and K 2 = 4:0 3 10 3 N Á m=8, respectively; and the initial total inertia of the load relative to the rotation axis of the first motor and relative to the rotation axis of the second motor are J l, 1 = 2798 and J l, 2 = 142 Kg Á m 2 , respectively; The values of the coefficients a 5, 1 and a 5, 2 can be chosen, that is, a 5, 1 = 0 and a 5, 2 = 0; thus, the designed trajectories of the motors can be determined by equation (19) , as shown in Figure 7 . The tracking error can be defined as
where u andũ(t) are the actual and the designed joint trajectory, respectively.
With rigid links. In this subcase, the links are considered as rigid. proposed function are 0:0768 and 0:1338 (1:1.8) respectively, while the residual vibration amplitudes are 0:0308 and 0:0018 (1:0.03), respectively. Compared with the one-link manipulator case, the two-link manipulator case is more complex. There are additional two effects that can increase the joint deformation, one is the changing inertia J l due to the changing joint configuration and the other is the coupling of the joint dynamics.
With flexible links. In this subcase, the links are considered as flexible. Figure 9 shows the deformation of the first joint and the second joint, respectively. The maximal tracking errors of the first joint by the quintic-polynomial function and by the proposed function are 0:5118 and 0:8698 From the above analyses, the maximal tracking error by the proposed function is about 160%-180% of that by the quintic-polynomial function, and the residual vibration amplitude by the proposed function is about only 0%-17% of that by the quintic-polynomial function. Though the proposed function, it causes larger tracking error during the movement. However, it also successfully suppresses the main deformation of the joint in the meantime. With the suppressing of the joint deformation, the link flexibility is also suppressed.
The proposed trajectory planning function can be used to discrete the movement of space manipulator in the next section, which will help suppress the residual vibration of the end-effector to some extent.
Optimization method for residual vibration suppression
In this section, a new optimization method that combines inverse kinematics theory and PSO algorithm is proposed to suppress the residual vibration of the end-effector of space manipulator system. First, inverse kinematics theory is introduced and two examples are presented to validate the effectiveness of inverse kinematics analysis for space manipulator system. Then, PSO algorithm is revisited to state that the algorithm has many merits of simple control and good balance between local search and global search. Finally, two numerical cases are analyzed to illustrate the results of the proposed method which combines trajectory planning, inverse kinematics, and PSO algorithm mentioned in this study. 
Inverse kinematics analysis in Cartesian space
Obverse kinematics is that the trajectory of the endeffector can be exclusively determined when motion trajectories of all joints are known. To put it in another way, solution to obverse kinematics of space manipulator is the only one. Here, u represents the joint angle matrix and X is the trajectory of the end-effector. Therefore, obverse kinematics equations are
where J is the Jacobian matrix which indicates the generalized transmission ratio between joint velocity and end-effector velocity, J = ∂u=∂u. However, solutions obtained from inverse kinematics are not unique with the existence of redundant DOFs which is common in space manipulator system. Suppose trajectory is set in Cartesian space, inverse kinematics needs to be used here to transfer the endeffector trajectory into joint movements in joint space on condition that the space manipulator has redundant DOFs, which is precisely described based on minimum norm method as follows
where J + is the pseudo-inverse matrix of J,
À1 ; I is the unit matrix; _ e and € e 2 R n are the random vectors which are named coefficients of movement and can be used as optimal parameters; and (I À J + J)_ e is called the homogeneous solution whose physical meaning is that joints of space manipulator move without causing the movement of the endeffector.
Notably, _ J is usually calculated by first-order difference format
Then, the joint rotation trajectory can be obtained as demonstrated in equation (24) 
Two inverse kinematics motion planning examples for a three-link planar manipulator undertaking line trajectory and circle trajectory, respectively, are considered as follows. T as shown in Figure 11 , which means the initial position of the end-effector is r 0 = ½2:351, 1:540
T . Coefficients of movement _ e and € e are both set to 0. Here, just quinticpolynomial function is used to design the joint trajectory and exhibit the performance. The planning time is 1 s.
The destination position is r f = ½1:382, 2:425 T . Figure 12 shows the planning trajectory and the actual simulation trajectory plots during movement. Results show that two trajectories match well, which indicate the effectiveness of the presented method.
Example 2: circle trajectory. Parameters of planar manipulator are as same as that of Example 1. Here, the endeffector needs to move at a circular trajectory around point C. u 0 = 0 and u f = 2p as shown in Figure 13 . Center of the circular path is r c = ½1:951, 1:540 T , and the radius is R = 0:4 m. Coefficients of movement _ e and € e are both set to 0. Figure 14 shows the planning trajectory and the actual simulation trajectory during movement, and results demonstrate that the space manipulator accomplishes the upcoming designed trajectory.
Optimization process by PSO algorithm
While determining motion trajectories of all joints, optimization algorithms can be applied to achieve required performance by satisfying other constraint equations. PSO algorithm is a new evolutionary algorithm developed in recent years. It starts with stochastic solution and searches for the optimal solution through the iterative process and eventually finds the global optimal by following the optimal value of current search. The quality of the solution is also evaluated by the fitness just like genetic algorithm, but PSO algorithm has a simpler rule that there is no cross or variation operation during the iterative process. Because of its easy implementation, high precision and fast convergence, PSO algorithm is drawing attention of the academia, and shows its superiority in solving practical problems.
Inspired by the movement of birds foraging, Kennedy and Eberhart 33 proposed and improved the basic PSO algorithm in 1995 and presented the mathematical description. Imagine that in an n-dimensional search space, there is a population made up of m particles, where the position of ith particle is x i 2 R n and its velocity is v i 2 R n . pbest i is the best position of particle i. gbest is the best position of all particles
where t denotes the tth generation. c 1 and c 2 are learning factors that represents the sell-learning ability and best-particle-learning ability, respectively. Larger c 1 will result in limited global search and larger c 2 will generate premature convergence to local optimum. Usually, c 1 and c 2 are both set to 2.05. r 1 and r 2 are random numbers distributed evenly over ½0, 1.
To effectively control the speed of all particles and achieve the dynamic balance between global search and local search, Clerc and Kennedy 43 presented the constriction factor PSO algorithm which guarantees the convergence of PSO algorithm with an independent factor.
In this study, the constriction factor PSO algorithm is used to help optimize coefficients of movement _ e and € e in the meantime to reduce the residual vibration of the end-effector of flexible space manipulator. According to basic rules of PSO algorithm, velocities and positions of particles change as follows
where x is the constriction factor and is defined as
Classical parameter identification is divided into following two kinds and the second case was chosen in this study. 1. c 1 = c 2 = 2:05, therefore u = 4:1 and the constriction factor x = 0:729. This is equivalent to the basic PSO algorithm in form. 2. c 1 = 2:8 and c 2 = 1:3, therefore u = 4:1 and the constriction factor x = 0:729. This would be helpful to deal with the local optimum and slow convergence problem, and this method is employed in this work ( Figure 15 ).
The objective function of the proposed method in this work is expressed in equation (28) . Minimum residual vibration magnitude can be achieved through seeking appropriate coefficients of movement _ e and € e whose lower boundaries are _ e l and € e l , and upper boundaries are _ e u and € e u , respectively, while the end-effector can still complete the designed trajectory accurately
The process of the proposed optimization method is shown in Figure 16 . 
Numerical simulation
Simulation example is completed via a planar three-link manipulator which has 3 DOFs shown in Figure 17 to validate the proposed optimization process. The designed track of end-effector is a straight line which will be transferred to joint space by inverse kinematics. To make this easier to understand, the detailed configuration of the flexible joint is illustrated. Parameters of manipulator system are listed in Table 5 . Both _ e and € e are three-dimensional vectors. Here, both the set solution domains ½_ e l , _ e u and ½_ e l , _ e u are equal to [210, 10] . If particles exceed solution domain, their positions should be reset at the boundary. To avoid too much computation cost on global search, velocity boundary is set in [21, 1] .
Notably, the effectiveness of the proposed method in weakening the residual vibration of the endpoint is only verified by numerical simulation. Simulation time is 1.5 s and within that the trajectory planning time is 1 s. The population size is 50 and maximum generation is 100 for PSO algorithm. Line trajectory starts from ½2:530, 1:360 to ½1:900, 1:880, and it can be discrete by the proposed trajectory planning function in section ''New trajectory planning function'' to help suppress the residual vibration.
After 54 optimization generations, the optimal fitness value remains stable. This proposed method has reached the limit of the current optimization algorithm. The maximum residual vibration amplitude of the endpoint is 6.9 mm, which is less than that of the original trajectory with nearly one order of magnitude as shown in Figure 18 . Result demonstrated in Figure 19 also shows that planned trajectory and actual trajectory match well within the acceptable small error range, which means the proposed method can meet the requirement of the trajectory planning. Figure 20 shows the time history of the optimal data. In this case, _ e and € e need to be optimized simultaneously. _ e determines the angular velocity of three joints, and the angular acceleration trajectories depend on € e. During the first 54 generations, like the fitness value, parameter values change continuously. Then, parameters reach the optimal position. The final joint trajectories, angular velocity trajectories, and angular acceleration trajectories are shown in Figures 21 and 22 . All joint curves are continuous and smooth, which means they could be easily used in practical engineering. Needless to say, the optimized trajectory can meet the initial conditions and finial conditions. Note that the simulation consumption time for all 100 iteration times is 5.78 h as shown in Table 6 . From this, it can be seen that most of the time it deals with the elastic force of the dynamics model.
Conclusion
This article deals with the residual vibration suppression of the endpoint for space manipulator system. A complete dynamics model containing link flexibility and joint flexibility is established based on both NCF and ANCF so that the derived system's equation of motion has a constant mass matrix. Space manipulator system governed by index-3 DAEs is established and solved by generalized-a algorithm efficiently. Specifically, a new optimization method that combines inverse kinematics theory and PSO algorithm for that problem is presented while still achieving predetermined trajectory planning of the end-effector. An accurate and complete dynamical model including link flexibility and joint flexibility is built to demonstrate dynamics characteristics of space manipulator system. A new cosine-based trajectory function is proposed, and simulation exhibits its effectiveness for suppressing the residual vibration. Trajectory transformation from the Cartesian space to the joint space based on inverse kinematics theory, which is more generalized and useful in the engineering practice, can accomplish the accurate predetermined trajectory and also generate two redundant parameters of movement coefficients. Optimization of the redundant parameters achieves the minimal residual vibration magnitude using PSO algorithm with the constriction factor and also accomplishes scheduled trajectory. Simulation results show that the proposed optimization method is capable of describing the dynamic behavior of the flexible space manipulator system and successful in completing trajectory planning.
In the meantime, the proposed method reveals better features for the residual vibration suppression as compared to those of the original, non-optimized cosinebased trajectory, which provides a potential accurate and efficient simulation model in practice engineering. Notably, the proposed optimization method for a space manipulator system with redundant DOFs is only suitable for cases where the trajectory of the endeffector is predetermined in the Cartesian space. 
